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Images of Women in the Fiction of Zhang
Jie and Zhang Xinxin
Rosemary A. Roberts
Zhang Xinxin and Zhang Jie are two contemporary Chinese women
writers. They began to publish in the post-Cultural Revolution era,
and became well-known in the early 1980s for their fictional depiction
of the problems of urban intellectual women attempting to resolve
conflicts between love and career, love and marriage, and ideals and
reality. Although the works of both authors present a limited
challenge to traditions they believe have served to oppress women, a
clear generational difference is perceptible in the attitudes they each
express through their characters. Zhang Jie, born in 1937 and
reaching adulthood in the idealistic climate of the 1950s, presents
characters strongly influenced by both Confucian morality and
socialist ideals, while Zhang Xinxin, who was born in 1953 and grew
up during the Cultural Revolution period (a disillusioning experience
for most of her generation), presents characters who show little
enthusiasm for political ideals and are less constrained by traditional
morality.
In this article, I will first give an overview of the development of the
images of women in the fiction of the two writers and factors shaping
it. I will then examine to what extent the images presented challenge
traditional ideals of femininity and women's roles and to what extent
they perpetuate traditional values which in fact limit women's
progress towards a position of social and political equality.
Viewed chronologically, the development of images of women in
the fiction of Zhang Jie and Zhang Xinxin follows a parallel course.
Both women began to publish in 1978, at a time when restrictions
imposed on literature during the Cultural Revolution were only just
beginning to be lifted. Authors had to tread carefully regarding the
subject matter and images they depicted, so it is not suprising that
both women in their early works imitated literary precedents and
conformed to established conventions for socialist literature by
presenting rather idealized images of young women who combine
dedication to their work and a high sense of social responsibility with
very traditional femininity.' As the limits on literary style and content
expanded rapidly in 1979 and the early 1980s, and probably as they
became more confident, both women began to present a more critical
picture of the realities of women's lives. As divorced women, they
were particularly sensitive to marital problems. Zhang Jie broke new
1. For example: Zhang Jie: Tian Y e in "Shei shenghuo de geng meihao?" ("Who lives
the more beautiful life?') in Ai shi bu neng wangii de ("Love is not forgotten")
(Guangdong: Guangdong renmin chubanshe, 198 I), pp. 76-9 1. Zhang Xinxin: The
heroine o f "Yige pingjing de yewan" ("A tranquil evening"), Beijing wenyi (Beijing
Literature and Art), No. 12 ( 1 979).
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ground in "Love is not to be f ~ r g o t t e n "by
~ sympathetically depicting
love between a woman and a married man, and in "The a r Y 3 by
depicting the special problems encountered by divorced women.
Zhang Xinxin examined the difficulties of combining love, marriage
and a career in "On the same h o r i ~ o n "and
~ the stultifying effect on
But their
women of domestic trivia in "Dreams of our generati~n."~
boldness in highlighting the negative aspects of traditional morality
and traditional women's roles aroused the wrath of the conservatives,
while their critical portrayal of Chinese society resulted in both
.~
Jie was
women being placed under intense political p r e ~ s u r eZhang
accused (among other things) of "petty bourgeois tendencies,"
depicting immorality and lacking revolutionary radiance in "Love is
~ of promoting fickleness and promiscuity in
not to be f ~ r g o t t e n "and
"The ark."* For her vision of society, Zhang Xinxin was accused of
"praising capitalist individualism," "lacking a Marxist world-view,"
having divorced herself from reality and having developed the
"decadent consciousness of the exploiting clas~es."~
The pressure of criticism ended, at least temporarily, Zhang
Xinxin's detailed examination of women's problems, and produced in
Zhang Jie's writings a gradual retreat back to more traditional female
images. At the same time, both women considered various aspects of
women's problems and came up with a solution: women torn by
conflicting role demands should abandon the search for love and
marriage and find fulfilment through their dedication to a career.
Thus, having pointed women away from love and the family, it is also
logical that after writing these pieces (Zhang Xinxin's "The last
2. Zhang Jie, "Ai shi bu neng wangji de," in Ai shi bu neng wangji de, pp. 102-22.
3. Zhang Jie, "Fang zhou," in Zhang jie ji (Collected works of Zhang Jie) (Fuzhou:
Haixia wenyi chubanshe, 1986), pp. 1-1 10.
4. Zhang Xinxin, "Zai tong yi dipingxian shang," Shouhuo (Harvest), No. 6 (1981),
pp. 172-233.
5. Zhang Xinxin, "Women zhege nianji de meng," ibid. No. 4 (1982), pp. 95-120.
6 . In an interview I conducted with Zhang Jie on 10 October 1988, she told me that
as a result of writing the novel Leaden Wings (Chenzhong de chibang), which depicts a
number of high ranking bureaucrats in a very unfavourable light, in 1982 she was
threatened with expulsion from the Party and arrest, and was subject to attempts to
smear her moral reputation. In an interview with Zhang Xinxin conducted on 29
August 1988, she told me that because "On the same horizon" was regarded as being
linked to an Existentialist movement in Shanghai's Fudan University, both her college
(Central Academy of Drama) and her personally were criticized by a high-ranking
official of the Beijing Education Bureau. As a result, when she graduated in 1983 no
work unit was willing to employ her and she had to wait almost a year before eventually
being employed by Beijing People's Theatre. At the same time, no publisher would
publish her works, so that "The last anchorage" (see below), written in 1983 was not
published until 1985.
7. See Shi Tianhe, "Lixiang de aiqing yu geming de daode" ("Ideal love and
revolutionary morality"), Beijing wenyi (Beijing Literature and Art), No. 9 (1980), pp.
71-75.
8. Yi Qin, "Cong 'Beijiguang' 'Fang zhou' tan hunyin daode" ("A discussion of the
marital morality depicted in "Northern lights" and "The ark"), Jiefang ribao (Jiefang
Daily), 27 June 1982, p. 4.
9.- Zhu Jing, "Qing cong xinzao de huise wuzhong chulai," ("Please come out of the
grey fog your mind has created"), Wenyi bao (Literary Gazette), No. 2 (1984), pp.
25-26.
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anchorage"Io and Zhang Jie's "EmeraldI1), the two writers should
both move on to works portraying a much broader range of social
problems, which include issues like the traditional obsession with
female chastity, but which do not concentrate specifically on women's
problems.
Having traced the chronological development of images of women
in the two writers, I shall now consider their works as a whole and
look at the roles assigned to women in the social hierarchy.
A survey of male and female roles in the works of Zhang Xinxin and
Zhang Jie presents a society in which almost all positions of political
and economic power are occupied by males. Zhang Jie's numerous
high-ranking cadres, bureau chiefs, department heads and their
myriad deputies are all male, while Zhang Xinxin, who does not
concentrate to the same extent on depicting the higher echelons of
Chinese society, still fills all positions of authority with men: for
example, the editors in "On the same horizon"; the head of the
Philatelic Society in "Philately,"1z and the head of the museum in
"Let's play robbers."13 Even in occupations where women are
employed in relatively large numbers, for example, in hospitals and
publishing houses, the chief doctors and editors presented in the two
Zhangs' stories are all male. Both writers depict the selection of
personnel for positions of authority: Zhang Jie in "Conditions are not
chief),
yet ripe"I4 (a bureau chief) and in " R e p ~ r t "(a~ deputy-bureau
~
and Zhang Xinxin in "Let's play robbers" (selection of a museum
head), but in none of these stories is there a single woman being
considered for the post. Not only are woman generally not presented
in positions of power, but those few who are in Zhang Jie's works are
presented as negative characters. In Zhang Jie's novel Leaden
Wings,I6 which depicts a wide cross-section of officialdom, the only
woman cadre, He Ting, a section chief, abuses her power to extort
rural products at cheap prices from country people who need
equipment which must be obtained through the bureau.'' She helps
her cronies to enter the Party,'* and tries to stop a man who has
criticized her from becoming a member by falsely accusing him of an
illicit affair.I9 She neglects her work in order to arrange a job for her
10. Zhang Xinxin, "Zuihou de tingbodi" ("The last anchorage"), in Zhang xinxin
xiaoshuo ji (Collected Fiction of Zhang Xinxin), (Heilongiiang: Beifang wenyi
chubanshe, 1985), pp. 327-36.
11. Zhang Jie, "Zumulii" in Collected Works of Zhang Jie, pp. 188-255.
12. Zhang Xinxin, "Feng pian lian," Shouhuo, No. 2 (1985), pp. 4-92.
13. Zhang Xinxin, "Wan yihui zuo zei de youxi," Zhongshan (Bell Mountain), No. 1
(1987), pp. 44-73.
14. Zhang Jie, "Tiaojian shang wei chengshu," Beijing wenxue (Beijing Literature),
No. 2 (1983).
15. Zhang Jie, "Guanyu .. . qingkuang huibao," Xiaoshuo jie (Fiction World), No. 4
(1984).
16. Zhang Jie, Chenzhong de chibang (Beijing: Renmin wenxue chubanshe, 1981).
17. Ibid. p. 327.
18. Ibid. p. 38.
19. Ibid. pp. 345-47.
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daughter in Beijingzo Lu Beihe in "Emerald," also by Zhang Jie,
uses her position as deputy institute head and deputy secretary
of the Party Committee (note she is only deputy) to arrange a
"cushy" job for her incompetent husband. The only woman with any
power in Zhang Xinxin's fiction is a minor character in "On the same
horizon," a manageress in a factory union. She is only mentioned
because her occupation is used to ridicule her husband, who is
described as being "managed by her along with the union."21 Thus,
women in authority are portrayed as either incompetent, corrupt or
simply a joke.
There are a minority of women in positions of political and
economic power in China, but they are not proportionately reflected
in the works of either writer. Women are depicted occupying only
middle or low status positions, typically restricted to occupations
related to education, caring for people, the arts and services. Thus, we
find women as teachers, university students, doctors, nurses, writers,
journalists, housemaids, bus-conductresses, shop assistants and so
forth. There is also a large number of women who have no profession
at all and exist only as wives, daughters or sisters of male characters.
Although this role assignment reflects the reality of a male-dominated
society, by presenting the few women cadres as negative characters,
it reinforces the general attitude that women are not capable
of competently holding office, thus simply perpetuating common
prejudices.
The one area where women's authority is recognized is that of
moral policing. This is a role that carries no political or economic
power in itself, but functions to preserve traditional morality and
hence, ironically, the traditionally subordinate position of women.
Director Jia in Zhang Jie's "The ark" is the epitome of this type of
moral custodian. As director of the Neighbourhood Committee, she
keeps a close watch on the two divorced women living in her building,
constantly checking their flat to make sure they have no men inside.
Once again, but this time with more justification, Zhang Jie presents
these characters in a negative light.
Hence, the society presented in Zhang Jie and Zhang Xinxin's
works is one where men monopolize almost all positions of real
authority. The fact that neither woman has made any comment on
this situation in their fiction can be interpreted in a number of ways.
Zhang Jie's blanket depiction of women cadres as negative characters
may suggest that she supports the view that women are unfit for office.
Considering the huge number of cadres depicted in her works she
could easily have presented positive women cadres but chose not to.
On the other hand, she may have been reflecting her view of social
reality that only unscrupulous women are able to rise through the

20. Ibid. pp. 335-39.
2 1. "On the same horizon," p. 190.
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social hierarchy.22 Whatever the case, the works of both women
clearly indicate the traditional subordinate position women as a
whole occupy in Chinese society.
So to what extent are women presented as challenging traditions
that keep them in their subordinate position? And, related to this, to
what extent are the authors challenging tradition through their
characters?
First it should be pointed out that with major and minor characters
taken as a whole, most of the women presented are not challenging
traditions at all. In Chinese society where educational opportunities
for women have been and remain fewer than those for men, and for
women in employment, opportunities for promotion are slight, most
women have little chance of establishing a satisfying career. Where
there is little possibility of fulfilment outside the home, women are
more likely to accept their traditional role of "virtuous wife and good
mother," and particularly among middle-aged and elderly women, but
also in many younger women, this is strongly reinforced by their
internalization of Confucian values. Women such as these fill a host of
minor roles in the fiction of Zhang Xinxin and Zhang Jie, appearing as
the wives, mothers, sisters, friends or neighbours of main characters.
In them there is little or no conflict between traditional role demands
and the demands of a career, so they are unlikely to rebel against
tradition. In addition, traditional respect for the elderly gives older
women a certain status and authority, so they have less reason than
younger women to challenge tradition and may even take on a moral
policing role to protect it.
At the other end of the scale, young, unmarried women, such as the
idealized images that are the heroines of early works including Zhang
Xinxin's "In the quiet ward"23 and Zhang Jie's "Who lives the more
beautiful life?" have yet to take on the extra burden of domestic duties
and child-raising, and so have yet to be confronted with contradictory
role demands. Neither have these women reached the age (about 25 in
the cities) at which social pressure to marry becomes increasingly
intense, so to a certain extent, their lack of challenge to tradition
results from the fact that traditional role demands have not yet begun
to limit their development.
The characters in the works of these two writers who do challenge
tradition are well-educated women of marriagable age or above, who
have both the opportunity and the ambition to succeed in a fulfilling
career. It is also in their detailed depiction of this type of woman that
differences between the two writers become palpable.
22. My interview with Zhang Jie on 10 October 1988 confirmed both of these
possibilities. First she expressed the opinion that very few women are capable of being
good cadres, then she said that because promotion is often based on the likes and
dislikes of a superior rather than on personal merit, it is frequently those people who
curry favour with superiors who are able to gain office.
23. Zhang Xinxin, "Zai jingjing de bingfang li," Beijing wenyi,No. 11 (1978). pp.
20-28.
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The career women in Zhang Jie's work tend to find themselves
forced into non-traditional roles because as victims of circumstance
they have never married (Ye Zhiqiu in Leaden Wings is too ugly), or
are divorced (Zhang Jie's divorcees have all been maltreated by their
husbands), or cannot marry the man of their choice (Yu Zhong in
"Love is not to be forgotten" and Zeng Lingr in "Emerald"), and thus
seem to pursue a career as a kind of compensation. In contrast, Zhang
Xinxin's "On the same horizon" depicts the heroine consciously and
actively rejecting the traditional role of wife and mother and deciding
to divorce the husband she loves in order to pursue her career, while
in "The last anchorage," the actress is presented as rejecting the
possibility of marriage at one time and ending a love affair at another
in favour of devoting herself to acting.
Zhang Jie's challenges to traditional morality and traditional
women's roles tend to be either superficial or weakened by being
qualified, whereas Zhang Xinxin's main characters show much less
concern for tradition. Thus, for example, in "Emerald,'' Zhang Jie
flaunts traditional morality by sympathetically depicting a single
woman who willingly bears an illegitimate child, but the woman
weakens the inconoclastic significance of this act by regarding herself
as married to the father. She remains faithful to the man for the next
20 years (though they live far apart and have no contact), totally
discounting the possibility of ever forming another sexual relationship, rather in the manner of a chaste Confucian widow.
In "Love is not to be forgotten," she presents love between a
divorced woman and a married man, another affront to traditional
morality, but depicts them controlling their passions for the sake of
the innocent wife. The woman in this story also re-enacts the ideal of
the Confucian widow by refusing any other relationship till the day
she dies, even though she knew their union was impossible and the
two never even so much as shook hands.
Similarly, in "The ark" Zhang Jie presents women who have broken
through restrictive behaviour patterns demanded by traditional
concepts of femininity (that is that women should be submissive,
quiet, gentle, unassertive and so on), but depicts them as devaluing
their new-found strength and ability to cope with society by regretting
Despite the fact that all three women
their "mas~ulinization."~~
openly recognize that they must strive to strengthen themselves in
order to achieve recognition for their work and equality with men,
they cling to a traditional ideal of femininity and do not see that selfstrengthening must involve a reassessment of their own traditional
perceptions of their ideal selves.
Characters in "The ark" and "Tangramwz5 also challenge the
traditional image of women as efficient housewives. The women in
"The ark" detest housework and their flat "always smells like a
24. "The ark," p. 16.
25. Zhang Jie, "Qiqiaoban," (Collected Works ofZhang Jie), pp. 11 1-87.
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zoo,"26 while Yi Mei in "Tangram" cannot cook and is reduced to
eating from cans if her husband goes away.27But while the latter
appears to be a reversal of traditional sex-roles, Yi Mei does not take
on any traditionally male roles, and is actually even more dependent
on her husband than a purely traditional wife. She relies on him to
pack her bag for work every morning, and when they go out together
he makes sure he carries everything she might need in his pockets:
handkerchief, toilet paper, toothpicks and so forth. She feels she has
been lucky "to find the sort of husband who will even think of when
you should go to the toilet for
The basic conservatism of Zhang Jie's literary images of women is
also evident in the attitude she presents in her writings towards
divorce.29Though she superficially appears to take a liberal attitude to
divorce, a closer look at the divorces she presents and those she
encourages shows that her expressed support for divorce has the
important qualification that it is only acceptable in cases where
serious blame can be attributed to one partner. She does not present
one couple who have divorced simply for lack of love, or incompatibility. All her divorced women suffered physical or sexual abuse
within marriage (Cao Jinghua and Liu Quan in "The ark" and Wu
Tong's first marriage in "Bohemian vase"30),while the same is true of
women who would like to divorce but do not dare to because of social
censure (Liu Yuying in Leaden Wings), and those who intend to
divorce (Ding Xiaoli in "What's wrong with him?"31).
This attitude is actually reinforced by the couples Zhang Jie
criticizes for maintaining loveless marriages. Fang Wenxuan in
Leaden Wings sacrifices his love out of fear of the social repercussions
of divorce and remains married to the woman who abandoned and
betrayed him in the Cultural Revolution, then returned to him when
his official position was restored.32Zheng Ziyun, in the same novel, is
married to an arrogant, spiteful woman who was unfaithful to him in
the early years of their marriage and bore her first child by another
man.33On the other hand, Zhang Jie offers sympathy and praise to the
old cadre in "Love is not to be forgotten" for not divorcing a
blameless wife, though he was in love with another woman. Zhang
Jie's stance is not that the cadre should divorce, but that he should not
have married the wrong person in the first place.
26. "The ark," pp. 8-9.
27. "Tangram," p. 176.
28. Ibid. p. 155.
29. Here it is necessary to differentiate between the personal views of the author and
those she presents in her fiction. Though in my interview with Zhang Jie on 10 October
1988 she stated that she personally supported divorce for couples who simply no longer
love one another, this does not alter the fact that she does not do so in her fiction.
30. Zhang Jie, "Boximiya huaping," Hua cheng (Flower City), No. 4 (1981), pp.
75-82.
3 1. Zhang Jie, "Ta you shenme bing? ", (Collected V'orks o f Z h a n g Jie), pp. 256-3 19.
32. Leaden Wings, p. 274.
33. Ibid. p. 401.
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Thus, though Zhang Jie has rejected the traditional attitude that
marriages should be maintained at all costs, she has not yet accepted
in her writings the idea of blameless divorce in which partners merely
find themselves incompatible or there is no longer mutual love. This
tends to perpetuate a situation in which partners maintain an
unsatisfactory marriage until the pressure becomes so great that one
partner does something they can be blamed for.
In comparison, in "On the same horizon," Zhang Xinxin presents a
woman determined to divorce because the traditional role demanded
of her as a wife hinders the development of her career. Though her
husband does not maltreat her and the couple actually remain fond of
each other to the end, the woman finds herself in an unresolvable
dilemma: when she attempts to abandon her ambition to become a
film-director and takes on the traditional role of wife and mother, not
only does she feel intellectually unfulfilled, but she also fears her
husband will lose interest in her as she will no longer offer him
. ~ ~as she pursues her career, and no longer
intellectual ~ t i m u l a t i o nBut
has time to perform traditional wifely duties, their marriage breaks
down leaving her lonely and emotionally unfulfilled.
By presenting divorce as acceptable in cases where women find
traditional roles too limiting Zhang Xinxin poses a challenge to
traditional concepts of sex roles in marriage. The heroine is depicted
as being unable to gain satisfaction from playing a supportive and
subordinate role and asserts her right to strive for success of her own.
At the same time she suggests a new role for men in marriage by
questioning the concept of an ideal husband, but fails as a consequence to challenge traditional concepts of masculinity.The heroine
reflects that before her marriage, hearing some women boast that their
husbands did all the cooking and washing, she was not at all envious:
"I didn't want my husband to be weaker than me, to mollycoddle me,
to have no ambition." She sees men taking on part of the housework
as a sign of weakness and lack of ambition, a sign of lack of
masculinity. But her conclusion is that "now I know that a he-man
does not necessarily make a good husband."35 She realizes that
marriage could be more fulfilling for women if men assumed part of
the household duties, but does not change her concept of a "he-man,"
thus keeping men in the position where to share household tasks is
still to compromise their masculinity. While she appears to have
modified her concept of femininity from the traditional ideal
and suggests new
espoused by the heroine of "How did I miss
sex roles in marriage, she does not see that this also requires a
reassessment of the concepts of masculinity.
The heroine of Zhang Xinxin's "The last anchorage," an unnamed
actress, also forms a strong contrast to Zhang Jie's characters. The
34. "On the same horizon," p. 177.
35. Zbid. p.177.
36. Zhang Xinxin, "Wo zai nar cuoguole ni?", Shouhuo, No. 5 (1980), pp. 91-105.
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actress marries a man with whom she had been corresponding for
years, but both of them feel that the marriage fails to live up to their
expectations, so they arrange an amicable divorce.37 Unlike the
divorced characters in "The ark" who regard even any suggestion that
they may have formed new relationships with men as a slanderous
insult, the actress has relationships with several other men, including
a young playwright with whom she has sexual relations.38Whereas
Zeng Lingr in Zhang Jie's "Emerald," when faced with the same
situation rationalized sex as equalling marriage and then required
herself to live like a Confucian widow, Zhang Xinxin's actress feels no
such obligation to conform to traditional morality. She goes on to
form other relationships, finally becoming involved with a married
man. In contrast to Zhang Jie's lovers in "Love is not to be forgotten,"
who limit themselves to occasional fleeting glimpses of each other so
as to protect the happiness of the cadre's wife, the actress and her
mathematician lover frequently dine together in restaurants and stroll
together through the streets. The actress's decision to end their
relationship is made not so much out of consideration for her lover's
wife and child, but because she is fed up with the secrecy the
relationship entails.39A walk through the streets to the mathematician's flat where she hears the man's wife and child within also
strengthens her resolve. This scene echoes an earlier incident in which
she backed away from a marriage after sensing the monotonous
sameness of the houses and flats on the way to her boyfriend's house.
Here, once again, she is struck by the drab monotony of the curtained
windows of the buildings around her, and by implication the
monotony of the routine of family life that goes on within.40Thus, she
is motivated not by a desire to protect family life, but by her feelings
of revulsion towards it.
Fear of the stultifying effects of domestic life is the basis of Zhang
Xinxin's strongly negative attitude to marriage, and gains full
expression in "Dreams of our generation," a work which depicts the
quagmire of mediocrity that women may sink into if they yield to
social pressure to marly in haste, and then centre their lives around a
traditional domestic role, seeking to gain fulfilment only through
supporting a successful husband. It is fear of the vulgarizing effect of
preoccupation with domestic trivia that drives the heroine of "On the
same horizon" to divorce and the actress in "The last anchorage"
away from love and marriage. But Zhang Xinxin does not present a
negative attitude to sex. In her veiled references to sexual relations in
"On the same horizon" and "The last anchorage," she presents sex as
something perfectly normal and untraumatic. In contrast, Zhang Jie
seems to have a phobia about sex, but a generally positive attitude to
37.
38.
39.
40.

"The last anchorage," pp. 328 and 333.

Ihid. pp. 337.
Ihid. pp. 343-45.
Ihid. pp. 356 and 362.
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marriage (if possible without it). Throughout her works sex is
associated with the abuse and humiliation of women. Wu Tong in
"Bohemian vase" and the two divorcees in "The ark" all have
terrifying memories of sexual abuse at the hands of their husbands;
Jin Naiwen in "Tangram" was raped to force her into marriage41;Liu
Quan is constantly humiliated by sexual advances from the office
manager; Zeng Lingr in "Emerald" has to suffer sexual insults from a
and Ding Xiaoli in "What's wrong with him?" is subjected to
examination of her hymen by crowds of doctors to prove her virginity
to her suspicious husband.43 On the other hand, Zhang Jie presents
several love relationships and happy marriages which are almost all
very non-sexual in nature. Most resemble guardian-ward relationships in which a considerably older man protects and guides a
childish, helpless and adoring wife. Emphasis is given to the nonphysical nature of the relationships: In "Love is not to be forgotten,"
the pair of lovers have never even so much as shaken hands,44and in
"Bohemian Vase," Wu Tong's second husband tells her before their
marriage that they will not have a sex life. Wu Tong replies that she
only wants to cuddle against his shoulder.45
These attitudes to sex and marriage stem in part from the personal
experiences of the authors, but can also be traced to the conservative
influences dominant in Zhang Jie's formative years as compared with
the relatively speaking more liberal attitudes prevalent among
contemporary youth as a result of the breakdown of traditional
attitudes during the Cultural Revolution and the influence of western
culture in the 1980s. But while Zhang Jie's attitude to sex borders on
the morbid, it must also be recognized that she is making a powerful
and valid protest against the abuse of women in marriage, a problem
which results from the traditional attitude that a married woman is
the property of her husband to be treated however he pleases. She is
also condemning the sexual harassment of divorced women that
results from the related attitude that a divorced woman belongs to no
one and therefore could belong to anyone.46
A marked difference can also be detected in the attitudes which the
two writers adopt towards their characters. Zhang Xinxin tends to
present characters non-judgmentally in all their complexity, leaving
readers to draw their own conclusions about their merits and
deficiencies. Zhang Jie, in contrast, presents characters who are
distinctly positive or negative, and in particular her negative
characters tend to resemble stereotyped "baddies" with no saving
graces. The very critical and unsympathetic portrayal of Xia Zhuyun,
the wife of the central character, Zheng Ziyun, in Leaden Wings is
4 1.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.

"Tangram," p. 16 1.
"Emerald," p. 217.
"What's wrong with him?", pp. 258-60.
"Love is not to be forgotten," p. 120.
"Bohemian vase," p. 78.
Quoted by Liu Quan in "The ark." p. 12
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particularly interesting because through positive characters Zhang Jie
uses traditional concepts of sexual morality and women's duties to
condemn her. Xia Zhuyun is consistently presented as spiteful,
arrogant and vain, but the strongest accusations against her are made
in a three-cornered argument between her, Zheng Ziyun and their
daughter Yuanyuan at the end of the novel. Apart from accusing her
mother of using Zheng Ziyun's official rank to demand privileges,
Yuanyuan goes to great lengths to demonstrate that Xia has neglected
her traditional wifely duties by not mending Zheng's clothes or buying
him new ones. It does not occur to her that there is no reason why
Zheng Ziyun should not take responsibility for clothing himself. But
the most damning condemnation of Xia is the revelation that she was
once unfaithful to Zheng in the early years of their marriage and bore
her first child by another man. Thus, among Xia's blackest crimes are
her transgressions of traditional morality and neglect of traditional
women's duties. Yuanyuan also condemns Xia for having no love for
her family and sadistically burning Zheng Ziyun's arms and face with
cigarettes. Yet Xia's behaviour is quite understandable. Though
Zheng Ziyun complacently reflects that he has never confronted Xia
over her infidelity, in fact he has punished her with far greater cruelty.
Yuanyuan reveals that from as far back as she can remember, her
father never returned home until bed time and then went straight to
his own separate room to sleep.47So Xia Zhuyun has been subjected
to almost 20 years of total neglect. Not only this, but her husband and
second daughter both openly despise her, so it is hardly surprising that
frustration, loneliness and resentment have led her to take physical
revenge on the man largely responsible for her misery. Neither is it
surprising that she tries to find an outlet for her frustrated sexuality by
paying fastidious attention to her physical appearance. It is ironic that
Zhang Jie should present such a one-sided view of this character and
base the main condemnation of her on traditional standards applied
to women: in doing so she is adopting the same moral policewoman
stance she finds so obnoxious in others.
Another important area in which the two writers differ is that of the
political idealism of their characters. The positive images of women in
Zhang Jie's works are all tinged with the political idealism of the
1950s. Particularly in her earlier works, frequent mention is made of
characters' dedication to Marxism, their communist ideals or their
sense of responsibility as members of the Communist Party. A typical
example is the description of Cao Jinghua in "The ark" refusing
promotion after an article on Marxist theory she has published has
received wide acclaim: she "had no thought of becoming famous, it
was just that out of her Party spirit she wanted to do some down-toearth
Later criticized for the same article, she defends herself
47. The denouement between the three characters can be found in Leaden Wings, p.
396-99.
48. "The ark," p. 47.
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in public because "she was a member of the Communist Party; how
could she remain silent?. . . On matters of principle she would never
yield even half a step.. . a member of the Communist Party could
only be responsible to the truth."49
Zhang Jie slightly toned down her politically idealistic images in
later versions of stories. Whereas in the original version of "The ark"
she described the "fresh wind" that had recently blown into "stifling
theoretical circles" as "enabling her [Cao Jinghua] to express her
observations and pondering on society and her pursuit of lofty
communist ideals,"50 in a version that appeared in 1986, this has been
changed to "enabling her to carry out relatively unrestricted obsewation and pondering on ~ociety."~'
It would appear then, that with the
passage of time Zhang Jie's own political idealism diminished, or at
least, in her perception the necessity to depict political idealism had
decreased.52
Zhang Xinxin, on the other hand, never felt much need to depict
politically idealistic images, and rarely even indicates whether her
characters are Party members or not. Apart from those in her two
earliest stories, characters do not espouse socialist ideals, neither do
they pursue altruistic goals for the benefit of the whole of society.
They strive for personal success and personal fulfilment, placing
individual demands over those of the collective, whether the
collective be the family, one's professional circle or society as a whole.
Although it should be clear from the previous discussion that Zhang
Xinxin's female protagonists are far less influenced by Confucian and
socialist traditions than Zhang Jie's characters, two areas in which
some of them show a common concurrence with tradition are filial
piety and male-female double standards. Characters in Zhang Jie's
"The ark" and Zhang Xinxin's "Philately" make major self-sacrifices
out of filial considerations. In "The ark," Cao Jinghua married a
forestry worker solely in order to be able financially to support her
father and sister who had been branded "reactionary." On becoming
pregnant, she had an abortion because the financial burden of the
child would mean she could no longer afford to support her family.53
Cao's marriage and abortion were sacrifices of first herself and then
her child on the altar of filial piety. Similarly, Liang Qian remains
married to a man she despises and whose only interest in her is to
49. Ibid. pp. 48-49.
50. "The ark," Shouhuo, No. 2 (1982), p. 28.
5 1. "The ark," Collected Works of Zhang Jie, p. 47.
52. Though in my interview with Zhang Jie on 10 October 1988 she denied both of
these possibilities, her explanation tended to support by first conclusion. According to
Zhang, whereas in 1982 when she first published "The ark" she felt there genuinely was
the possibility of pursuing lofty communist ideals, by 1986 the changed political
situation made her feel that the possibility of pursuing communist ideals was so remote
as to be virtually non-existent, hence she made the relevant cuts. Thus, though she says
her belief in communist ideals had not changed, what had diminished was her belief
that they could be realized-which can also be considered one aspect of political
idealism.
53. "The ark," Collected W o r k of Zhang Jie, pp. 4-5.
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make use of her father's high rank to further his own prospects, for
fear of sullying her father's reputation with the ignominy of a
divorce.54In Zhang Xinxin's "Philately," Xu Junlai, a very promising
medical graduate originally assigned work in the far south of China,
progressively transfers downwards through the medical profession in
order to move back to Beijing where she hopes to heal the rift between
herself and her father.55She sacrifices all her career prospects and for
decades centres her whole life around regaining parental approval.
Filial piety thus proves stronger than either her sense of social
responsibility or the desire for career satisfaction.
Double standards presented in the two Zhangs' works are of two
types: (1) behaviour acceptable in men is regarded as unacceptable in
women, or vice versa; and (2) behaviour unacceptable in men is
regarded as even more unacceptable in women. In Zhang Jie's
"Emerald," Zeng Lingr considers herself married to Zuo Wei because
she had once slept with him. She completely discounts the possibility
of ever establishing a relationship with anyone else, even after she
realizes she no longer loves him and even though she yearns for
marriage. But when she learns that Zuo Wei is married she thinks:
"Zuo Wei naturally ought to marry."56 She does not consider that
their one night together should mean a lifetime of celibacy for him as
it does for her. Here Zeng Lingr has completely internalized
traditional sexual double standards which allow a woman sexual
relations with only one man in her lifetime, but allow men multiple
relationships. The continuing strength of these traditional attitudes is
evidenced by the fact that Zeng Lingr's conformity to tradition is
completely self-imposed.
Zhang Xinxin's "How did I miss you?" reveals double standards
derived from traditional concepts of femininity and masculinity that
serve to limit women's ability to compete in society as men's equals.
The central characters, a female amateur playwright, and a male
director with whom she falls in love, are both described at different
times as "self-confident" and t tub born,"^^ but whereas the woman
uses these terms to express her admiration for the man, when he uses
them to describe her, she interprets them as negative qualities. The
man reinforces this by telling her he hopes she will change herself by
becoming more feminine.58The effects of these double standards are
revealed in microcosm in a scene where the playwright and director
argue over changes he wants to make in the play which she strongly
opposes. The woman consciously stops arguing with him because she
is afraid he will think her "stubborn and competitive," and he

54. Ibid. p. 23.
55. "Philately," D. 42.
56. "~merald,"p. 241.
57. "How did I miss you?": "self-confident": he: pp. 94, 95 and 97; she: p. 95.
"Stubborn": both: p. 97.
58. Ibid. p. 100.
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immediately interprets this as capitulation on her part.59Thus, the
woman finds herself in a position in which she must either
compromise her views or lose her "femininity." It hardly needs
pointing out that if men can be self-confident, stubborn and
competitive, but women are supposed to be lacking in self-confidence,
submissive and uncompetitive (on pain of being labelled "unfeminine"), women are bound to occupy an inferior position in society.
That deviant behaviour is considered worse in women than in men
can be illustrated with the example of He Ting, the female section
chief in Leaden Wings. Though He Ting has been caught out
fabricating lies about an affair between two staff members, she refuses
to admit any error, and the narrator comments "There are some
people who don't blush even when their lies are exposed to their faces.
But for this to be the case with a woman really made one's hair stand
on end."'jO The implication is that women are supposed to be more
morally perfect than men, so that deviations from the norm are more
reprehensible in women.
Although both writers have made significant challenges to traditional attitudes towards, and expectations of women, Zhang Jie, in
particular, and Zhang Xinxin, to a lesser extent, present women as
being strongly influenced by traditional values that hinder them in
their attempt to acquire a position equal to men in areas such as
freedom of marriage and remarriage, freedom to pursue a career,
freedom to develop personality traits necessary to compete in society,
and so forth. Even though one Chinese critic has hailed Zhang
Xinxin's works as "an assault wave from the new tide of women's
future liberation,"'jl it is evident that the young women she presents
are still unable to free themselves completely from the restrictions
imposed by traditional culture.

59. Ibid. p. 103.
60. Leaden Wings, p. 348.
61. Ceng Zhennan, "Qi hang! Cong zuihou de tingbodi" ("Set sail from the last
anchorage"), Wenyi bao, No. 4 (1985), p. 122.

